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Abstract: Voltage control is becoming a key issue in active distribution systems, which are electric
distribution networks characterized by a large penetration of DERs. Traditional voltage control
devices, as well as the active and reactive powers injected by DERs, can be used as ancillary services
to support voltage profiles along the distribution feeders. Due to the peculiar characteristics of
active distribution systems, the decentralized control approach presents the most promising technical
and economical features. In the paper, the decentralized voltage control structure is hierarchically
decomposed into different control levels, characterized by different objectives and time frames. The
primary and secondary control levels have been analyzed, always according to a decentralized
approach. For each level, the various techniques for solving the voltage control problem that have
been proposed in the literature are presented, and their main features compared. The main open
issues related to the real time practical implementation of the decentralized architectures at both
primary and secondary voltage control levels are investigated, keeping always in mind both technical
and economical aspects, which always represent the components of a trade-off solution.

Keywords: active distribution systems; decentralized control; distributed energy resources; hierar-
chical decomposition; voltage control

1. Introduction

The integration of Distributed Energy Resourses (DERs) in electric power systems
has rapidly increased in the last decade, transforming distribution systems from passive
to active, and severely impacting on their operation, protection, and control [1,2]. In fact,
DERs are often connected close to or at customers’ premises, and consequently have a
significant effect on the technology, the economy, and the environmental impact of the
distribution network (DN), as well as of the customers [3–5]. Several challenges arise that
can be categorized as technical, commercial, and regulatory. This paper deals only with the
technical ones.

To connect DERs while keeping a stable and correct operation of the distribution
system, it is fundamental to analyze the interaction between DERs and the distribution
system [6]. The traditional architecture of the DN was conceived to provide the electric
power from the feeding substations to the loads according to a unidirectional flow. The
DERs supply the nearby loads but, in case the DER injections exceed the customers’
demand, the surplus power flows in the opposite direction, toward the higher voltage
systems. In this sense, it can be stated that the distribution system evolves towards a
bidirectional network with several undesirable effects on its operation and protection [7,8].
Some of the drawbacks are mainly related to the variations of the voltage profiles along
the feeders, the voltage harmonic distortion, and the changes of the fault currents in
both amplitudes and directions [9] with the consequent malfunction of the protection
systems [10]. Several studies were conducted to review and solve the stability problems,
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the functioning, and control methodologies to apply to power systems when large amounts
of DERs are connected. Some of them focused in Micro Grid (MG) structures [11,12],
others considered power quality issues [13,14], and others discussed control devices and
methodologies involving reactive power and voltage management [15,16].

Among the various technical issues, this paper focuses on the voltage control problem
in active distribution systems, meant as distribution systems with a large penetration of
DERs. In fact, the voltage regulation is one of the main issues that can limit the spreading
of DERs in the DN and requires improved strategies with respect to the past [6,8]. Many
studies on this matter tried to implement methods to quantify the maximum amount of
DERs to connect to a particular network according to the characteristics of the feeder where
the connections take place, the amount of customers’ demand, and the kind of DN [17].
However, the progress in the fields of control systems and communication technologies
allows us to turn the problem of DER connection into an opportunity. Differently from the
former approach aiming at containing the negative impact of DERs, the new paradigm
is to exploit DERs as sources of flexibility services that contribute to voltage control and,
more generally, support correct operation of the distribution system. To this aim, the
adoption of innovative control systems is mandatory. The expected result is that DERs will
bring, both to the distribution systems and to the customers, greater benefits than their
installation costs.

The challenge of converting DERs from problems to be faced into service providers
that support the DN operation by exploiting their flexibility is still far from being won
in real systems. The barriers are regulatory, economical, and technical. Concerning the
technical issues that are the focus of the paper, practical implementations have mainly
concerned microgrids, in which the number of DERs and actors as well as the network
extension are limited and, consequently, problems related to many issues are not significant
(data exchange among DERs, communication systems, data reliability and coherency, and
coordination of various actors with different conflicting objectives). On the other hand, in
active DN, the first industrial applications of flexible DER control to support the system
operation have mainly concerned the MV DNs, which already present a basic level of
automation, including often a supervisory control system at HV/MV substation level that
acquires data from all the network. In LV distribution systems, the automation level is
quite low and often limited to few functions at MV/LV substation level without direct
real-time data collection from the network. In these systems, the practical implementations
of automatic smart grid functions for DERs are still at their beginning [18].

The first flexible voltage control schemes for active DNs are beginning to be imple-
mented according to a centralized control architecture, concentrating data and intelligence
at substation level. Indeed, real-time control is better achieved by efficient control schemes
that can distribute the tasks among multiple controllers, each one solving a smaller subpart
of the problem and re-solving it frequently, as it is actually needed [19]. The advantages of
such architectures are several, as detailed later in Section 2.2, because they fully exploit
the constant innovative developments of ICTs. These architectures are classified in various
ways. A classification based on the communication network according to [19] distinguishes
the following types: i. local control without communication, ii. centralized control, iii.
distributed control, and iv. decentralized control in zones. In the reminder a different clas-
sification based on the control approach according to [20] is adopted, which distinguishes
between centralized and decentralized control architectures, and among the latter ones,
between decentralized autonomous and decentralized coordinated control.

In the above frame, the paper focuses on the technical challenges to be faced adopting
decentralized (autonomous or coordinated) architectures for the voltage control problem in
active DN. Its main contribution is to present the methodologies and the steps required to
design and implement voltage control with a decentralized architecture. While progressing
in the description of the steps, the main techniques proposed in the literature are recalled,
aiming at classifying them and presenting their advantages and disadvantages, rather than
giving the reader a complete review of the literature in this field. For this reason, the paper
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is structured as follows. In Section 2, the voltage control problem in active DN is first
defined in terms of objectives and means and of possible control architectures, and then
decomposed into hierarchical levels. In Section 3, the decentralized primary control level is
analyzed, presenting the main issues related to system modeling and control design; in
Section 4 the secondary control level is treated, focusing in particular on the most promising
approach, that is the decentralized coordinated architecture based on voltage control zones.
For both the control levels the numerical results of a case study are also presented to give
evidence of the practical viability of the methodologies. Finally, in Section 5 the open issues
and the future challenges to be faced in decentralized voltage control of active DNs by
means of DERs are discussed. Abbreviations and the main symbols used throughout the
paper are listed at the end of the paper.

2. the Voltage Control Problem
2.1. Objectives and Means for Voltage Control

In traditional distribution systems the voltage control problem has been tackled with a
different approach from the one adopted for the transmission systems. In fact, the peculiar
characteristics of the distribution systems are the following [21]: i. the operation in radial
topology, ii. the presence of significant unbalances, and iii. the higher line R/X ratios than
the ones of the transmission network. These features have two major consequences: i. the
voltage drop is higher for the distribution feeders with respect to transmission lines and
can differ among the three phases; ii. the real power flows have a comparable or even larger
influence on the voltage profile with respect to the reactive power flows [22]. Moreover,
distribution systems present a large number of nodes and customers and a low grade of
automation. Consequently, in distribution systems, the primary objective of the voltage
control is usually restricted to maintaining the voltage amplitudes within the regulatory
limits in all the nodes, in spite of the changes of the operating and loading conditions.

The voltage control is usually performed by means of some specific voltage control
devices, namely on load tap changers (OLTCs), switched capacitors (SCs), step voltage
regulators (SVRs) [20], and reactive power compensating devices. Conventional OLTCs
and SCs usually present a slow response to voltage variations [12,23]. Currently, over
traditional mechanical OLTCs, new solid state OLTCs are performing better with lesser
maintenance cost. They provide significant control capability such as coordinated control
with communication [24]. SVR is also a tap changing automatic voltage regulator, but it is
located along the feeder [25]. Reactive power compensating devices are either synchronous
generators or static VAR systems (SVSs), these latter ones being the cheaper solution. SVSs
react faster than conventional SVRs and OLTCs [26,27].

In active distribution systems, new additional means to control voltages are available:

• Generation curtailment during low demand: voltage along the distribution feeder is
limited by reducing the injection of active power; however, if the electric power is
generated from renewable energy sources, this method causes a reduced exploitation
of the available source and, then, is neither efficient nor environmentally desirable;

• Energy storage: by controlling the charging and discharging of the distributed Energy
Storage system (ESS), the voltage fluctuation along the DN can be reduced;

• Power electronic converters at DER sites: the converters that interface DERs to the
network can be used to control the active and reactive power absorption/injection so
as to regulate the voltage;

• Load management: shifting or curtailing/increasing the energy demand by customers
can help to support the voltage.

In a general sense, these means can be viewed as flexibility services provided by DERs
to the distribution system; such services favor the matching between the variable energy
demand and the increasingly-variable energy supply. By exploiting the flexibility offered
by DERs, the voltage control can aim at new objectives, beyond the simple assurance of the
respect of the voltage limits, so as to improve the efficiency and reliability of distribution
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system operation. In particular, the voltage control can impose voltage profiles that are
optimal with respect to various objective functions proposed in the literature, such as:

• minimizing the total reactive power exchange;
• optimizing, from the economical point of view, the reactive power exchange with the

transmission network through the substation;
• minimizing the active power curtailment for renewable energy generators;
• minimizing active power losses of the distribution system;
• maximizing the DER active power output;
• minimizing the voltage deviations from their rated values.

These objectives concern the overall distribution system operation and can be pursued
by the voltage control system that acts on the DERs and the other voltage control devices
connected at various nodes of the DN. Then, a key issue arises concerning the choice of the
architecture of the voltage control system. The first point is whether the control system
uses a communication network. The constant developments in the telecommunications
field warrant considering only communication-based architectures. Among these latter
ones, two main categories can be distinguished, namely centralized and decentralized
architectures; their main features are summarized in the next Section 2.2.

2.2. Centralized and Decentralized Control Architectures

The centralized control architectures are based on a single central control center (C.C.)
that receives all the required measurements from the grid, possibly through smart meters
and/or remote terminal units, retrieves the solution to the voltage control problem, and
communicates the set-points to the DERs and to the other voltage control devices [19]. The
C.C. is the only network component that can initiate a control action. The main feature of the
centralized control architecture is that the management and control is obtained by optimally
dispatching DERs to satisfy specific objectives that account for the overall distribution
system. This is mainly attained by techniques that solve non-linear programming problems
based on short term load and generation forecasts [28].

However, the main drawback of the centralized architecture lies in the necessity of
handling a big amount of data. Moreover, the application of centralized control requires
investments for costly communication channels to guarantee network observability and
promptness of the control action. Further negative consequences are related to the vulnera-
bility of the control system to cyber-attacks and communication failures. Then, it can be
stated that the smaller the network is, the more viable the centralized architectures are,
such as in the case of microgrids, so that investment in communication infrastructures and
sensor devices is limited. In active DNs with a large penetration of DERs, further difficulties
may arise adopting the centralized architecture. In particular, both the uncertainties and
the dimension of the numerical problems to be tackled by the control system increase,
due to the presence of intermittent renewable sources, electric vehicles, storage systems,
dynamic loads, reconfiguration. Moreover, the centralized architecture typically lacks of
flexibility and scalability, making it difficult to adopt the plug-and-play approach, in which
DERs can be connected/disconnected to/from the DN without significant changes in the
system operation and control.

An alternative is represented by decentralized architectures which mainly rely on local
measurements and simple calculations, and thus significantly reduce the requirements
of communications. The decentralize architectures result to be flexible, scalable, reliable,
and resilient. In fact, decentralized controllers are quite autonomous, receiving local
measurements and information, processing them, and providing counteractions to achieve
the appropriate control.

Decentralized architectures may also be based on zone controllers rather than on single
DER controllers. In fact, the voltage profile of an area is mainly affected by the powers
injected by the DERs of the same area. This characteristic proves that the optimization
and the voltage control are much better to be zonally accomplished [29]. In this sense, the
proposed methodologies concentrate on dividing the DNs into different smart grid areas
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(SGAs) which are considered as one of the viable solutions for future power systems [30,31].
A SGA can be defined as part of the DN that constitutes a self-sufficient system, enabling
the integration of any type of DER to the grid, that can offer safe, reliable, high-quality, and
sustainable electricity to consumers and organizations alike. In the remainder, reference
is made to the Voltage Control Zones (VCZs), which represent a reduction of the more
general concept of SGAs to the peculiar problem of voltage control and which are detailed
in Section 4.3.

However, two main issues arise in the decentralized approach. The first one is that
the optimal operation of the overall distribution system may not be guaranteed. The
second one is that the simultaneous response of local controllers may cause operational
conflicts, negative interactions, and system instability. Information exchange among the
autonomous controllers can help to tackle these two issues by introducing a coordinating
action in the decentralized architectures. In fact, sharing local information (individual
states and control actions) allows the local controllers to coordinate one with the other
to overcome the stability problems and to achieve the global optimal operation. The
performance of the decentralized architecture can be further improved by arranging various
layers/time scales. In fact, the overall voltage control problem can be formulated on
different levels with different time horizons, namely with respect to the local controllers
and their interactions and with respect to the optimal operation of the overall distribution
system. Such hierarchical decomposition of the voltage control problem is introduced in
the next Section 2.3.

2.3. Hierarchical Decomposition

The hierarchical decomposition identifies different control levels, assigning specific
objectives and time frames to each level. Typically, up to three layers are identified, named
primary, secondary, and tertiary control levels [32–35].

The primary control layer aims at controlling voltage at some specific nodes. It is
typically implemented in a decentralized architecture: each DER is equipped with a local
control that acquires measurements of the DER quantities and of the node of the distribution
system at which the DER is connected and acts on the DER to impose the voltage and other
electrical quantities, such as injected powers, at the connection node. Concerning the time
frame, it is a real time control, typically implemented with classical closed-loop controllers.

The local control is made possible thanks to the use of power electronic converters
interfacing DERs with the grid. The converter configuration is typically a voltage source
converter (VSC) operating in current control mode (CCM) [36]. In these cases, the local
control is implemented with multiple control loops, distinguishing the inner control loops
which rapidly act as current control and the outer control loops that regulate voltage
and/or exchange powers with the grid [37], as shown in Figure 1.

The inner control involves reference frame extraction and current closed-loop control.
To extract the reference frame, the most widely adopted methodology is the synchronous
reference frame theory based on the Park’s transforms and the d− q axis frame [38]. The
reference frame is extracted by a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) and coherent with the network
voltage. Concerning the current control loops, they are well-studied in the literature,
and various solutions have been proposed. Indeed, classical PI regulators often provide
adequate performance, see among them [39–42], and are preferred because of their well-
established tuning techniques. For this reason, no remarkable issues are to be discussed for
the inner control loop.

The outer control regulates some electrical quantities at the node of the distribution
grid. In particular, it regulates the injected active power and either the injected reactive
power or the voltage amplitude. Furthermore, the outer control is local, acquiring the
measurements at the point of common coupling (PCC) and generating as outputs the
current set-points for the inner control. The time response of the outer control loops is of
a few seconds, which is an order of magnitude larger than the time response of the inner
control loops, so as to avoid dynamic coupling among the two controls.
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Figure 1. Schematic of an example of local control of a DER.

The decentralized architecture based on local control is always adopted because a
centralized approach would be hard to be implemented in the real time frame due to the
presence of many DERs dispersed in the network. However, such an architecture presents
a main drawback: interactions among the local controllers of different DERs or devices are
possible, in particular when voltage is regulated. In fact, the variation of the current injected
by a DER causes variations of the voltages at all the nodes of the distribution grid and
also of the voltages regulated by other DERs. The issue of coping with such interactions is
discussed in the next Section 3, referring in particular to the case of voltage regulation.

The secondary control can have various objectives, such as eliminate the voltage
deviations [43,44], improve reactive power sharing, reduce distribution losses, and har-
monic elimination. At the secondary control level, economical issues are also involved:
in particular, the cost of the flexibility services offered by DER can impact on the sharing
among DERs, especially when active power flexibility is involved. The optimization targets
are achieved by monitoring the operating status of the distribution system, determining
the actions to be implemented, and sending the evaluated set-points to the primary con-
trol level, that are active powers to be injected/absorbed and voltage amplitudes to be
imposed. The time-frame of the optimization is from a quarter of an hour up to an hour.
The secondary control can be implemented according to a centralized or a decentralized
architecture, this latter one being organized in VCZs. The decentralized approach for the
secondary voltage control is treated in Section 4.

Finally, the tertiary control level is usually implemented by a centralized controller
to pursue economical objectives in operational planning of the distribution system with a
time-frame of hours. In the future this level should evolve toward liberalized architecture,
with the creation of service markets in which DERs offer flexibility services (either directly
or through aggregators) to the Distribution System Operator (DSO). The tertiary level is
out of the scope of this paper.

3. Decentralized Primary Voltage Control

In the past, a primary voltage control level was not implemented in LV DNs, but
the regulating action was limited to an appropriate choice for the off-load tap position of
the MV/LV transformers in the secondary substations. Concerning MV DNs the primary
voltage control level was basically achieved by a voltage regulator acting on the on-load tap
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changer of the HV/MV transformers of the primary substation; some additional voltage
regulating devices were installed along the feeders in the case of particular needs. On the
other hand, the introduction of distributed generation (DG) has had a negative impact on
the nodal voltage profiles along the feeders, often causing overvoltages. To counteract this
phenomenon, initially an “on/off control action” was adopted, that trips off the DG when
the voltage at the PCC overcomes some fixed thresholds [45].

Since the last two decades the distribution systems are gradually evolving toward the
concept of smart grids of the future by installing smarter primary/secondary substations
and exploiting DG and other DERs to guarantee adequate grid operation [46]. Then,
the primary voltage control level requires to act on a large number of devices connected
at various nodes of the DNs. In this view, the relative simplicity and low cost of the
decentralized local approaches make them attractive with respect to complex centralized
schemes that require large investments [19]. Since the reactive power is the first resource to
be used for voltage support and over-voltage containment, international standards have
been revised to ask DERs for adequate reactive power capabilities so as to support the DSO
in voltage regulation [47,48]. To this aim, DERs must be equipped with a reactive power
control loop that can regulate the voltage at the bus where they are connected.

However, since the DNs, in particular the LV ones, are usually characterized by high
R/X ratios, the control of the only reactive power may not guarantee adequate voltage
regulation. Then, in the literature active power curtailment techniques have been proposed
to improve voltage containment [28,49–51]. However, in the decentralized approach, a
drawback is the non-uniform active power curtailment [28] and the risk of cascading in
LV single-phase DERs [45]. Moreover, active power curtailment has negative impacts on
the generation economic revenues and on the environment, reducing the exploitation of
renewable energy sources. The most recent trend is to include voltage regulation in the set
of ancillary services at the distribution system level. A recent EU directive [52] indicates
that the DSO shall procure the non-frequency ancillary services needed for its system in
accordance with transparent, non-discriminatory and market-based procedures. In practice,
to allow more DERs, the modulation of active power for voltage control will be either
mandatory or economically rewarded. In this frame, a flexible power regulation that acts
on both reactive and active powers of DERs to provide ancillary services is proposed in [53],
but in the case of only one PV system with ESSs. Always referring to PV systems with ESSs,
Ref. [54] proposes to act on both active and reactive powers to smooth the impact on DN
and to monitor the voltage at the PCC. However, the control is based on a heuristic iterative
procedure. In conclusion, the present and future research must investigate decentralized
control schemes acting on both reactive and active powers of the DERs to provide the
ancillary service of voltage regulation at the PCCs.

As introduced in Section 2.2, in the decentralized approach, a problem may arise due
to the simultaneous responses of the local controllers which interact through the network,
thus causing operational conflicts, negative interactions, and even system instability [55–58].
To correctly cope with this problem adequate design of the local controllers is performed
by the following two steps.

Firstly, an adequate model of the distribution system with DERs must be built so
as to correctly account for the interaction among the local controllers. To this aim, in
the following Section 3.1 adequate Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) modeling
is discussed.

Secondly, an adequate coordination among the local controllers must be assured.
Coordination can be performed either online, by adequate chains of command, typically
based on multi-agent techniques [59,60], or offline at the design stage [61,62]. In the
former approach, the requirements in terms of real-time data exchange among the local
controllers are significant thus making online coordination impracticable for a large number
of DERs. Alternatively, offline coordination can be implemented at the design stage with the
significant advantage of avoiding any real-time communication among the local controllers.
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Then, such a coordination is preferable for the primary voltage control level and discussed
in Section 3.2.

3.1. System Model

To design the local voltage controllers, it is necessary to adopt adequate MIMO
models that represent the distribution system with DERs, including the coupling among
the controllers through the DN.

DER modeling has widely been treated in the literature, considering two categories of
DERs. The first category includes rotating machines which are directly connected to the
network; for them, well known models are available. As recalled in Section 2.3, research
has focused on electronically-interfaced DERs, which typically include a VSC in CCM and
a three phase filter. The aim is to derive the transfer functions that relate the active and
reactive powers injected/absorbed by a DER to the current reference signals sent to the VSC.
Current signals are decomposed along the axis of a d− q reference frame, which jointly
rotates with the voltage of the point of connection to the DN. Such a frame is obtained by a
PLL which allows to assume that the d and q current components independently control,
respectively, active and reactive powers [63]. Indeed, since the time response of the PLL is
short but not null, and due to the presence of the filter, the two current components are not
fully independent and more accurate modeling should be developed to account for the
coupling. The general form of the kth DER model in the Laplace domain is:(

PDER
k (s) QDER

k (s)
)T

= gk(s)
(

Ire f
kd (s) Ire f

kq (s)
)T

(1)

where PDER
k and QDER

k are the active and reactive powers injected/absorbed by the DER;

Ire f
kd and Ire f

kq are the current reference components along the d and q axis; gk(s) is a 2× 2
matrix of transfer functions whose expression is given by

gk(s) =

 1
1+s τkd

−kk1 s
(1+s τk1)(1+s τk2)

kk2 s
(1+s τk3)(1+s τk4)

1
1+s τkq


The diagonal transfer functions model the dynamics along the d and q axes, respec-

tively, while the off-diagonal transfer functions the cross-coupling dynamics between the
two current components. It is important to notice that the coupling is due to the presence
of a filter on the AC side of the inverter, whose effect is partially compensated by a cross
gain in the current control loops, IEEEtaskforce. However, since the current controllers
are PI regulators, the coupling vanishes at steady state, and the two current components
become independent.

Concerning the DN, its operation can be modeled according to the well-known Dist-
Flow equations. However they are non-linear equations which are difficult to handle in
the subsequent control design stage. Consequently, linearized models are often adopted.
Starting from an initial operating point, the linear modeling provides the sensitivity coeffi-
cients which linearly relate the variations of the voltage amplitude of each node (being N
the network nodes) to the variations of the active and reactive powers injected by all the K
DERs connected to the grid; according to [64], it can be written:

V2
i = V2 0

i +
K

∑
k=1

Ti(k)T
(

PDER
k ,QDER

k

)
T i = 1, . . . , N (2)

where V2
i is the squared voltage of the ith network node; V2 0

i is the value of V2
i in the initial

operating point without DERs; PDER
k , QDER

k are, respectively, the active and reactive powers
injected by DER at the k-th node of the grid; Ti(k) is a vector of two known sensitivity
coefficients relating the squared voltage at the i-th node to the DER powers at the k-th
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node of the network. Referring to DN operating in radial topology, in [64] closed-form
expressions of the sensitivity vectors Ti(k) are derived.

Eventually, substituting (1) into (2) for each DER, the overall system model can be
derived in the matrix form:

V(s) = v0 + Γ G(s)U(s) = v0 + P(s)U(s) (3)

where V is the K vector of the squared voltages at the network nodes to which DERs
are connected, v0 is the value of V in the initial operating point, Γ is the K × 2K matrix
composed of the vectors Ti(k), G(s) = diag{gk(s)} and U is the 2K vector of inputs
composed of the current reference signals (Ire f

kd and Ire f
kq ).

A state-space realization of model (3) can be obtained by applying classical tech-
niques [65]. The state-space model has a significant increase in dimension, depending on
the order of the transfer functions in G(s). On the other hand, such a model allows the
adoption of different design techniques, which can result in higher performance of the
local controllers.

3.2. Controller Design

The design of the controllers is faced with a two-fold objective: avoid any data
exchange among the local controllers, while assuring stable response in spite of the interac-
tions through the network.

A first approach to the design is to conceive each local controller independently from
the other ones and impose a stability condition. This latter condition is based on the concept
of the interaction measure under decentralized control for MIMO systems, as proposed
in [66]. The purpose of the interaction measure is to quantify the performance degradation
caused by assuming a diagonal matrix for the MIMO plant, that is assuming a diagonal
plant matrix P̃(s) for the design, neglecting the off-diagonal transfer functions in the full
matrix plant P(s) in (3). The model of the distribution system is then fully decoupled since
it is formed by all independent subsystems; any classical design technique can then be
applied to each subsystem. In the interaction analysis, the key role is played by matrix:

E =
(
P(s)− P̃(s)

)
P̃(s)−1

that can be viewed as a relative error with respect to the diagonal plant P̃(s), that is the error
induced when the full plant P(s) is approximated by the diagonal plant P̃(s) employed in
the design stage. The constraint imposed on the values of the parameters of the controllers
that guarantee overall closed-loop stability is

ρ
(
E W̃( ω)

)
< 1 ∀ω (4)

in which ρ denotes the spectral radius and W̃( ω) is the diagonal matrix of the closed-loop
transfer functions.

As a counterbalance to the simplicity of the design, two main drawbacks are present
in this approach. Firstly, condition (4) is sufficient for stability and defines a conservative
bound on the parameters of the controllers. The values of the parameters designed accord-
ing to (4) are much smaller than those obtained by a separate design of each local controller
without forcing condition (4). As a consequence, the controllers performance may result
unsatisfactory, while, conversely, the adoption of a separate design without condition (4)
may not guarantee overall stability due to the neglected off diagonal transfer functions in
the matrix plant. Secondly, condition (4) must be applied assuming the largest value of
||E||∞ for all the possible scenarios and operating conditions of the distribution system [67].
Then the estimation of the largest value of ||E||∞ may result in an even more conservative
condition, especially if the number of DERs increases, as shown in [67].

To overcome the limitations of the first approach, it is necessary to employ MIMO
control techniques, which require more complex design algorithms but guarantee better
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performance also in presence of a large number of DERs. Since changes in the operating con-
ditions of the distribution system are modeled as parameter uncertainty affecting the matrix
plant, robustness is an additional criterion to be satisfied so as to assure good performance
and overall stability in all the possible loading conditions and generation scenarios.

Usually the robust control techniques are developed in the frequency domain. A
key aspect in the frequency design is represented by the model adopted to represent the
perturbed plant, that is the part of the model affected by uncertainty. It is possible is to
represent the uncertainty using an additive perturbed model also adopting a factorization
of the perturbation matrix [68,69] in which the matrix expressing the uncertainty has
infinity norm less than one. Using the H − ∆ model proposed in [70], the success of
the design requires that the diagonal matrix of the control stabilizes the nominal plant
(no perturbation) and fulfills the condition ||H22||∞ < 1, where H22 is a matrix whose
expression is a non linear function of the control matrix. Then, the design guarantees
overall system stability for all the possible scenarios at which the infinity norm of the
matrix expressing the uncertainty has norm less than a unit.

Another important aspect concerning the application of the frequency design tech-
niques concerns the presence of an integral action in each local controller. As is well
known, this action is necessary to ensure the voltage regulation with null steady-state
error; this condition is important because the voltage reference set-point is determined
from the secondary voltage control level and realizes the expected ancillary service. The
design that includes integral action is dealt in [71,72]. The condition that guarantees robust
stability imposes that the largest singular value of the perturbed model matrix is smaller
than the minimum singular value of the nominal closed-loop transfer functions matrix.
Additional constraints are also added to avoid that the disconnection of a DER does not
induce instability. Since the conditions ensuring robust system stability are a nonlinear
functions of the controller matrix, the values of the controllers parameters are obtained by
numerically solving a constrained nonlinear minimization problem in which the objective
function to be minimized takes into account transient performance and the largest singular
value of the control effort or of the sensitivity function.

In conclusion, the frequency based techniques guarantee robust stable behavior as
well as null steady-state regulation error. Moreover, controllers with simple structures,
such as PI regulators [71,73], can be used. The drawback is represented by the necessity to
limit the responsiveness of the controllers to fulfill the condition ensuring robust system
stability in the presence of a very large number of DERs. This limitation may lead to a slow
voltages time response.

To overcome this drawback, it is necessary to employ different approaches. A viable
solution is represented by a state-space approach. In this case, robust stability is guaranteed
for all possible scenarios of the distribution system, modeled as parameters uncertainty,
if the dynamic matrix of the state-space closed-loop equation has all the eigenvalues
belonging to open-left half plain of the complex plane. The design usually requires the use
of observers that may lead to a state-space model of high order, especially in the presence
of several DERs. The design of the controller matrix can be performed by numerically
solving a constrained minimization problem similarly to the one of the frequency-based
techniques. In conclusion, the state-space approach still needs to be deepened because, on
one side, it presents a significant increase of the number of the parameters to be designed
and, on the other side, it guarantees robust stable behavior, null steady-state error, as well
as prompt dynamic response of the local controllers.

3.3. Case Study

In the reminder of the paper, a real 24-bus test system reported in Figure 2 is considered
as a case study. A 20/0.4 kV substation supplies a three-phase balanced network with two
main feeders, branching off into two laterals with balanced loads. The total load connected
to the network is equal to the rated values of about 96 kW and 48 kVAr of absorbed active
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and reactive powers, respectively. In addition, six DERs are connected to the grid, as shown
in Figure 2.

To give evidence of the considerations reported in the previous Section 3.2, the DERs
are assumed to be six 20 kW PV systems that inject active power according to the solar
radiation and inject/absorb reactive power that can vary in the range of (−15,+15) kVAr.
The reactive power is controlled by the local voltage control system, which is equipped with
a PI regulator. The controller design has followed the methodology presented in [72], which
is based on a full 6× 6 MIMO model. The control parameters that result are reported in
Table 1, namely the proportional gains and the integral time constants of the PI regulators.

Figure 2. A 24-bus test system including 6 DERs and partitioned in 5 VCZs.

Table 1. Parameters of the local voltage PI regulators.

DER Proportional Gain Integral Time Constant
# [p.u.] [s]

1 25 0.06
2 27 0.06
3 30 0.05
4 24 0.06
5 25 0.05
6 25 0.06

The active DN has been simulated using PSCAD/EMTDC [74] assuming the voltage
amplitude of the MV busbar fixed at 0.99 p.u., the loads equal to 70% of their rated values,
and the PV systems injecting 14 kW active powers. After the simulation start-up, at time
instant equal to 20 s, the local voltage controllers receive from the secondary voltage control
level the update of the voltage set-points. These new values are instantaneously applied
as a step variation of the reference voltage. The subsequent response of the local voltage
controllers causes the time evolutions of the voltage amplitudes reported in Figure 3 at the
network nodes at which the six DERs are connected. From this figure, it is apparent that
the adopted design methodology guarantees a stable response of the system. Concerning
the transient response, as expected, the performance is good, but not outstanding: the
voltage amplitude immediately reacts to the step variations with an acceptable rising time,
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whereas the settling times are of the order of 20 s. Finally, it is worth remarking that, as
expected, the PI regulators guarantee a zero regulation error at steady-state, as far as the
reactive powers do not saturate.
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Figure 3. Time evolutions of the nodal voltages for the six DERs in response to a step variation of the
voltage reference.

4. Decentralized Secondary Voltage Control

The primary control level regulates some nodal voltages to the reference set-points,
which are evaluated and sent from the secondary level. As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3,
the secondary control level aims at achieving optimal node voltage amplitudes of the whole
network [75]. It relies on communication technologies for receiving feedback data and
sending control commands [76]. Focusing on the decentralized approaches, numerous
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architectures have been proposed in the literature, which mainly differ on the basis of the
communication requirements and of the effectiveness in achieving the optimal operating
condition of the DN.

A first architecture is based on autonomous control, in which local controllers achieve
their control objectives without any communication links [77]. It is the simplest architecture,
but it suffers poor performance due to the lack of information exchange among DERs, and
the result is far from the optimal one.

A second architecture is based on decentralized coordinated control of DERs, in which
each DER has its local controller, which communicates only with its neighbors through low
bandwidth communication links. Hence, this approach requires a sparse communication
network that not only overcomes the risk of single point of failure, but also enhances
system reliability; moreover, it reduces the communication network infrastructure cost,
and increases the system scalability [78–80]. On the other hand, the obtained result is not
guaranteed to be the optimal one, unless each DER communicates with all the other DERs.

An alternative approach is to adopt a decentralized architecture based on VCZs: in
each VCZ, a centralized zone controller optimizes the operation of its VCZ by sending ade-
quate set-points to the DER local controllers; in the mean time, a decentralized coordination
among the controllers of different VCZs allows us to reach the optimal solution. The VCZs
can be created following different methodologies, such as observability/controllability
of buses and information availability, but the most used one is based on sensitivity fac-
tors [81,82]. This solution appears to be the best compromise between the requirements of
communication network, which is limited to communication among the zone controllers,
and the effectiveness in achieving the optimal solution.

For the above reasons, in the remainder, attention is focused on the decentralized
coordinated architectures based on VCZs.

4.1. Decentralized Coordinated Control Techniques

The decentralized coordinated control techniques presented in the literature can
be classified in various categories: predictive control-based techniques, decomposition-
based techniques, consensus-based techniques, and multi-agent systems (MASs). In the
practical applications involved in power systems, the multi-agent algorithms often employ
a neighbor-based linear consensus algorithm that allows each controller to communicate
with each other; therefore, it is not unusual to place the classification of the consensus
based algorithms within the MAS techniques.

The predictive control technique [53,75,83] is a discrete time control technique in
which control command for any system is obtained by cost function minimization. This
cost function is linked with system performance over a specified future time period [84].
Combination of deviation of system state and deviation from set-points form the cost
function used by the predictive technique. The algorithm is able to predict next control
sequence along with control action. This technique can handle multivariable control prob-
lem and have ease of tuning. The application of this technique with a decentralized control
architecture is quite troublesome and consequently it is not investigated in the reminder.

Decomposition based techniques are based on decomposition of an optimization
problem into various sub-problems or areas and then these sub-problems are supposed
to solve iteratively until the convergence of problem is not obtained. This technique can
ensure reaching the optimal solution, and its application is treated in details in the next
Section 4.3.

In MAS based techniques [85], each DER unit represents a local agent. For deter-
mination of system set points, these local agents communicate with neighboring agents
and exchange information with the central zone agent of the VCZ. This technique is more
flexible and has good computational efficiency, representing one of the most promising
technologies for voltage regulation [86].

Usually, the MAS is realized through the combination of several intelligent agents
that show smart features such as: the ability to adapt their response according to the
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specific environmental change; the skill of interacting with other intelligent agents, not only
exchanging data, but also interacting to solve common problems. A MAS is a cooperative
system among smart agents and is able to re-elaborate its own output function, based
on information and data from the surrounding environment. MAS architectures can also
be classified into the previously mentioned categories of centralized and decentralized
management systems. An operative layout of an active DN controlled according to a
MAS-based architecture is reported in Figure 4.

DER

DER

DER

DER

Figure 4. Layout of a DN with MAS control implemented.

An active DN can be divided into sub networks (e.g., feeders); for each feeder, a local
control zone (cell or VCZ) can be built, as shown in Figure 4. Inside the local control zone,
each DER is supported by an agent that can work autonomously with local objectives
or cooperate with other agents to achieve global goals [59]. Although there is a large
diffusion of MAS systems, their practical implementation is based on the smart local agents,
which can require significant intelligence installed at each DER. Moreover, the MAS-based
techniques often guarantee convergence to a solution, but do not guarantee that it is the
optimal one.

For the above reason, decomposition based techniques are still the most solid architec-
tures to guarantee the optimal voltage control at the secondary level. Their application is
analyzed in more details in the following Section 4.3, after having classified the optimiza-
tion methods that can be used at the secondary voltage control level in the next Section 4.2.

4.2. Classification of the Optimization Methods

Generally speaking, the optimization methods can be classified into three main cate-
gories [87]:

• Stochastic methods,
• deterministic or classical methods,
• artificial intelligence or heuristic methods.

Figure 5 provides a detailed summary of the methods.
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Figure 5. Optimization methods.

Stochastic methods—Stochastic methods include Monte Carlo simulations, probabilistic
programming, Pareto curves, and risk management techniques [88]. These methods are
typically adopted in planning or operational planning activities, to account for the uncer-
tainties of the models. At the secondary voltage control level, the problem is typically well
determined due to the limited time frame that is considered.

Deterministic (or classical) methods—The deterministic or classical mathematical meth-
ods are the most adopted and studied ones. Deterministic optimization methods used for
the secondary voltage control level can be classified as [89]: linear programming (LP) for
optimization problems with linear objective function and permissible area defined by linear
equalities and inequalities [90–95]; gradient method [92,96], interior-point method [87,97],
and sequential quadratic programming methods [87,93,97], for non-linear programming.
These methods have some drawbacks in the case of non-linear programming, including
sensitivity to initial conditions, mathematical limitations such as convexity and continuity
requirements of the objective function, possible stuck in local optimums, and each single
method being suitable to solve only some particular optimization problems [98]. Their
main advantage is that decomposition based techniques can be applied to decompose
the optimization problems into VCZ subproblems solved by each zone controller with
deterministic methods and iteratively coordinated toward the global optimal solution.

Artificial intelligence (heuristic/metaheuristic methods)—The main algorithms applied to
power systems are genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, colony optimization,
simulated annealing, and evolutionary computing. Some of the distinctive properties of
artificial intelligence methods are the ability to remember past findings, the methods learn
and adapt in their subsequent performance [87].

Artificial intelligence (or heuristic) methods are often used to solve power system
optimization, proving to be particularly effective in the case of multi-objective optimization
and of mixed-integer programming problems. Heuristic methods differ from deterministic
methods by their ability to find the optimum point without the strict necessity to use the
objective function gradient, therefore the calculation costs decrease. These methods work
as searching algorithms: the goodness of the heuristic method lies in the ability of the
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computer to imitate the smart processes, such as learning, reasoning, and comprehension
of specific information [99]. As a drawback, their local minimization is not as effective as
the global minimization. As a result, it requires more time than the function minimization.

The metaheuristic algorithm represents a higher-level heuristic procedure that is
problem-independent and can be applied to a wide range of optimization problems. Meta-
heuristic methods can ignore the characteristics of the problem to which they are applied,
treating the optimization functions as black boxes. For this reason, these algorithms are
extensively used since, although compared to classical optimization methods they do
not guarantee that a global optimal solution can be found, their application is very flex-
ible, and also compared to simple heuristic methods, they require less computational
effort [89,91,97,100–108]. The most common heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms are
reported in Figure 5.

The heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms are typically implemented in centralized
or in distributed computing architectures. Their implementation in a decentralized archi-
tecture based on VCZs is still not much investigated. Moreover, these algorithms do not
guarantee convergence to the optimal solution and their performance is strongly dependent
on their tuning to the specific problem and distribution system.

For these reasons, in the following Section 4.3 attention is focused on the decomposi-
tion based techniques applied to deterministic optimization methods.

4.3. Decomposition-Based Techniques

The decomposition-based techniques constitute the traditional yet reliable techniques
for the coordinated decentralized solution of the voltage optimization problem at the sec-
ondary control level. Various decomposition based techniques have been proposed [109],
the most popular being the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [110,111],
the predictor-corrector proximal multiplier method (PCPM) [112], and the auxiliary prob-
lem principle (APP) [113]. Before applying these techniques, it is advisable to reformulate
the optimization problem in such a way that the limitations and convergence problems that
can arise with deterministic optimization methods (see previous Section 4.2) are avoided.
At the same time, the new formulations inevitably introduce some approximations with re-
spect to the original optimization problem; the effects of such approximations on the results
that are obtained should be limited, so that the solution is very near to the optimum of the
original problem. In the following, the basic steps of this approach are presented. For the
sake of clarity, in the remainder, reference is made to only reactive power injected/absorbed
by DERs; the extension to active powers is possible although not trivial, and some research
in this field is still to be developed.

First of all, the non-linear programming optimization problem must be formulated.
The objective function can be expressed in a general form as a combination of various
functions related to active power losses, voltage profile, and cost of DER flexibility services.
Without loss of generality, reference is made to voltage deviation objective function, namely
the sum of the squared distances of the squared amplitudes of nodal voltages from their
rated (or reference) values. In general, the optimization problem consists in minimize the
objective function F(x, u) while satisfying the network constraints, which are composed
of non-linear equality constraints g(x, u) = 0 representing the power flow (PF) equations
(or DistFlow equations for radial distribution systems) and of the non linear inequalities
h(x, u) ≤ 0 representing the operational limits of components and power quality con-
straints. Concerning the variables, x is the vector of state variables consisting of load
bus voltage, slack bus power, and line currents, whereas the vector u consists of control
variables, such as active and reactive powers of DERs, and control variable of voltage
control devices [93]. In details, the optimal power flow (OPF) problem is then written as
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min
QDER

k

N

∑
i = 1

(V2
re f ,i −V2

i )
2

subjected to (5)

PF equations

V2
min,i ≤ V2

i ≤ V2
max,i for i = 1, . . . , N

QDER
min,k ≤ QDER

k ≤ QDER
max,k for k = 1, . . . , K

where Vre f ,i is the reference value of the nodal voltage amplitude Vi; Vmin,i–Vmax,i is the
range of acceptable variation of Vi; and QDER

min,k–QDER
max,k is the range of the available reactive

power of the k-th DER.
Since the PF equations are non linear and not convex, and the number of variables

and constraints is very large, the numerical solution of the optimization problem (5) is not
straightforward and may not reach the global optimum [97,114–116].

To handle these non-linear constraints, it is common to reformulate them as linear
constraints. Concerning the DistFlow equations, the linearization (2) can be used. As an
example, considering a radial distribution system with fixed uncontrolled loads and DERs
with P-Q control connected in all the nodes of the grid, the impact of a change of a DER
power injections at the node k on the electrical variables at the node i can be expressed,
see (2)

∆V2
i = Ti(k)

(
∆PDER

k , ∆QDER
k

)T
i, k = 1, . . . , N (6)

where ∆V2
i is the variation of the squared voltage with respect to the initial operating point

at the i-th node of the grid; ∆PDER
k and ∆QDER

k are the variations of the active and reactive
powers of the kth DER with respect to the initial operating point.

To reduce the number of real-time measurements and to apply the decentralized
approach, the rearrangement of the DN into VCZs is the second step to be performed. In
each VCZ, at least one DER should be present, and a pilot node (PN) should be identified
that is the most representative node of the VCZ in terms of voltage amplitude. Starting
from the linear sensitivity-based model as in [22], the procedure of network partitioning
into VCZs is performed by using the concept of electrical distance [117]. Nodes with
similar electrical distances are grouped to form VCZs by applying a hierarchical clustering
algorithm. The main steps to carry out the network partition are as follows:

1. The sensitivity analysis is performed, and the voltage change of each node caused by
single DER output is obtained;

2. The values of the sensitivity coefficients are used to calculate the electrical distances
of each node with all the other nodes of the network;

3. Initially, each node is considered to form a single VCZ and is ordered in a matrix of N
x N dimensions, where N is the total number of nodes present in the network;

4. After having established the final number of clusters, let us say h, the hierarchical
clustering algorithm is run over the matrix of electrical distances, to group the nodes
in h VCZs;

5. Within each VCZ, the corresponding PN is identified as the node with the overall
minimum distance, that is obtained as the sum of this node distances to all other
nodes present in that VCZ: Zp indicates the set of PNs, Zp = (p1, . . . , ph) .

Figure 2 shows as example the partitioning of the LV network under study in five
VCZs, so that h = 5.

Once the VCZs and the related PNs are determined, the third step is to reformulate
the optimization problem (5) in a form suitable for the application of the decomposition
based techniques. Referring only to reactive powers, see [118], by defining:

∆V2
ph

= V2
ph
−V2 0

ph
phεZp

∆V2
re f ,ph

= V2
re f ,ph

−V2 0
ph

phεZp
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where V2 0
ph

is the square nodal voltage of the h-th PN in the initial operating point, and by
substituting PF equations by (2) according to:

∆V2
ph

=
K

∑
k=1

ti,2(k)∆QDER
k =

K

∑
k=1

ΓQ ph ,k ∆QDER
k

the optimization problem is rewritten in a variational form:

min
∆QDER

k

∑
ph ε Zp

(∆V2
re f ,ph

− ∆V2
ph
)2

subjected to (7)

∆V2
ph

=
K

∑
k=1

ΓQ ph ,k ∆QDER
k ph εZp

∆V2
min,ph

≤ ∆V2
ph
≤ ∆V2

max,ph
ph εZp

∆QDER
min,k ≤ ∆QDER

k ≤ ∆QDER
max,k k = 1, . . . , K

The formulation of problem (7) requires the measurements of voltage amplitudes
only of the PNs. Its solution requires low computational burden, because it is a quadratic
programming problem of small dimension. As a drawback, the solution of (7) is an
approximation of the solution of (5).

Defining y and x as

yT = {∆V2
p1

, . . . , ∆V2
ph
}

xT = {∆QDER
1 , . . . , ∆QDER

K }

problem (7) can be written in a matrix form as:

min
x

1
2

yTy− yref
Ty

subject to (8)

y = Γp,DER
Q x

ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax

xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax

The final step is to apply a decomposition-based technique to problem (8). The aim is
to realize a decentralized architecture of the secondary voltage control level in which each
VCZ is equipped with a zone C.C. that sequentially: i. acquires the measurement of the
voltage amplitude of the PN relative to that zone; ii. solves an optimization subproblem
related to its VCZ exchanging data with the C.C.s of all other VCZs; iii. eventually sends the
set-points to the local controllers of the DERs present in its VCZ. Such an approach limits
the measurements from the field and the data exchange among zone C.C.s and DERs. The
decomposition based technique allows the coordinated decentralized solution according
to ii.. In the remainder, reference is made to the decomposition into 5 VCZs without loss
of generality.

It is evident that, for this particular case, the vectors y and x can be rewritten, according
to Figure 2, with parameters h = 5 and K = 6, as:

yT = {∆V2
p1

, . . . , ∆V2
p5
}

xT = {∆QDER
1 , . . . , ∆QDER

6 }

The equality constraint in (8) can be written as:
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y = Γ
pi ,DERVCZj
Q x i = 1, . . . , 5 j = 1, . . . , 5 (9)

where Γ
pi ,DERVCZj
Q with i = j are submatrices of Γp,DER

Q containing the sensitivity coeffi-
cients of the nodal voltages at PNi with respect to the DER reactive powers in VCZi; and

Γ
pi ,DERVCZj
Q with i 6= j are submatrices of Γp,DER

Q containing the sensitivity coefficients of the
nodal voltages at PNi with respect to the DER reactive powers in VCZj.

To decouple (9) for the five VCZs, the coupling variables wij, with i 6= j, are introduced;
they permit us to split the problem into five subproblems (for the sake of readability, only
the first subproblem is reported):

VCZ1

y1 =
(

Γ
pn1,DERVCZ1
Q . . . Γ

p1,DERVCZ5
Q

)


x1

x2
x3
x4
x5

 = Γ
p1,DERVCZ1
Q x1 + w12 + w13 + w14 + w15 (10)

w12 = Γ
p1,DERVCZ2
Q x2, w13 = Γ

p1,DERVCZ3
Q x3, w14 = Γ

p1,DERVCZ4
Q x4, w15 = Γ

p1,DERVCZ5
Q x5

Adopting the partitioning (10) for all the VCZs, problem (8) changes into:

min
xi

5

∑
i=1

1
2

yi
Tyi − yiref

Tyi

subject to (11)

yi = Γ
pi ,DERVCZi
Q xi +

5

∑
j=1
j 6=i

wij i = 1, . . . , 5

wij = Γ
pi ,DERVCZj
Q xj i = 1, . . . , 5 j 6= i = 1, . . . , 5

yimin
≤ yi ≤ yimax

i = 1, . . . , 5

ximin ≤ xi ≤ ximax i = 1, . . . , 5

Indicating as

fi(yi) =
1
2

yi
Tyi − yiref

Tyi i = 1, . . . , 5

and substituting for yi their expressions given by the previous constraints, the problem (11)
is rewritten as:
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min
xi ,wij

5

∑
i=1

fi(xi, wij) j 6= i = 1, . . . , 5

subject to (12)

wij = Γ
pi ,DERVCZj
Q xj i = 1, . . . , 5 j 6= i = 1, . . . , 5

yimin
≤ Γ

pi ,DERVCZi
Q xi +

5

∑
j=1
j 6=i

wij ≤ yimax
i = 1, . . . , 5

ximin ≤ xi ≤ ximax i = 1, . . . , 5

This optimization problem is solved by applying the method of Lagrange Multipliers
(MMs), that consists of successive minimizations of the multiple problem followed by
the updates of the Lagrange multipliers so as to minimize the Augmented Lagrangian
functions within adequate precision. Finally, different decomposition methods can be used
to decompose the multiple problems among all the VCZs and achieve its decentralized
expression. The most used decomposition methods are:

- ADMM: it is a popular algorithm for its remarkable effectiveness in minimizing
objectives with linearly separable structures. It guarantees global convergence for
linearly constrained quadratic problems to the optimal solution [119];

- APP: it is an iterative method at finding the optimal solution of several coupled
optimization problems in an autonomous decentralized manner [120,121].

Both ADMM and APP algorithms are proven to converge to the global optimal
solution under the convexity condition of the (12). In general, the (12) does not necessarily
have to be convex, indeed, it is generally more likely that it is not strictly convex: if this
is the case, the convergence to the global optimal solution is not guaranteed. The use of
the APP algorithm can also be extended to non-strictly-convex problem by conditioning
the problem behavior to be strictly convex [122]. The approximation introduced by this
extension implies that the solution found is not exactly that of the initial problem, but in
any case very close to it. The advantage is that the convergence is in any case guaranteed,
and therefore the behavior of the algorithm is much more reliable.

The final result consists of a coordinated decentralized control to optimize the volt-
age profile of the network, based on the calculated values of DER reactive power injec-
tions/absorptions. Within each VCZ, a central optimization is active, but the OPF of the
overall network is decentralized, whose functioning requires only the communication of
scalar variables among VCZs, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Communication of scalar variables among PNs.
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The steps taken from the initial expression of the centralized optimization problem (5)
to get its decentralized formulation can be summarized as:

- The linear modeling is applied to the nonlinear power flow equations;
- the OPF is rewritten for a grid partitioned into h VCZs;
- additional variables are introduced;
- the MMs is applied to solve the dual problem working on the Augmented Lagrangian

function;
- the decomposition method is applied to achieve the decentralized solution.

4.4. Case Study

To test the effectiveness of the decomposition based techniques, as representatives of
the coordinated decentralized methods, both the ADMM and APP algorithms are applied
to numerically solve the VOP (12) on the test system in Figure 2.

The zoning methodology is applied to obtain a simplified representation of the distri-
bution network suitable for voltage control by a partition in 5 VCZs. In particular, the six
DERs that are connected to the grid are assigned to the VCZs according to their connection
nodes, as reported in Table 2.

Table 2. DER nodes and Pilot Nodes allocation in the 5 VCZs.

VCZ DER Nodes Pilot Node

1 12 10
2 7, 13 7
3 20 20
4 18 18
5 24 23

Concerning the operating conditions of the active DN, it is assumed the voltage
amplitude of the MV busbar fixed at 0.982 p.u., the loads equal to 60% of their rated values
and the initial injected active and reactive powers by the DERs equal to the values reported
in Table 3. Moreover, the six DERs can vary their active and reactive powers in the ranges
reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Initial values and allowable range of variations for the active and reactive powers injected/absorbed by DERs.

Power DER1 DER2 DER3 DER4 DER5 DER6

Active 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.0025 0.003 0.002
(MW) (0, 0.02) (0, 0.03) (0, 0.03) (0, 0.02) (0, 0.03) (0, 0.02)

Reactive 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
(MVAr) (−0.0113, +0.0113) (−0.0150, +0.0150) (−0.0188, +0.0188) (−0.0113, +0.0113) (−0.0113, +0.0113) (−0.0075, +0.0075)

The performances of the decentralized VOP based on the APP and ADMM algorithms,
referred to in the following as Decentralized APP and Decentralized ADMM, respectively,
are tested by solving the VOP (12). Numerical analysis has been performed in MatLab
environment by the MatPower package and the quadprog function. The obtained solutions
of the VOP (12), in terms of variations of active and reactive powers injected/absorbed
by the DERs, for Decentralized APP and Decentralized ADMM, respectively, are reported
in Table 4.
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Table 4. Variations with respect to the initial operating condition of the active and reactive powers
injected/absorbed by DERs for the Decentralized APP and the Decentralized ADMM.

DER
Decentralized APP Decentralized ADMM

∆P (MW) ∆Q (MVAr) ∆P (MW) ∆Q (MVAr)

1 0.0049 0.0103 0.0024 0.0113
2 −0.0001 0.0140 0.0000 0.0150
3 −0.0001 0.0178 0.0000 0.0188
4 0.0175 0.0103 0.0200 0.0113
5 0.0099 0.0103 0.0118 0.0113
6 0.0053 0.0065 0.0044 0.0075

As shown in Table 4, the solutions obtained by the two decentralized algorithms are
very close ones with the others, both in terms of active and reactive powers. In particular,
for the considered operational case, the reactive power capabilities of DER inverters is
brought almost to saturation, to raise the voltage close to 1 p.u. The two decentralized
algorithms show, instead, quite different behaviors in terms of number of iterations to
reach convergence. For this operational case, the Decentralized ADMM VOP is about
10 times faster, three tens against three hundred, than the Decentralized APP VOP for similar
performance regarding compliance with the equality constraints of the VOP.

It is worth noting that the solution obtained by the Decentralized ADMM is slightly
more accurate than the one obtained by the Decentralized APP, in terms of the sum of the
squared deviations of the squared voltages of all the network nodes with respect to the
reference values, fixed at 1.0 p.u; the obtained values are, in p.u., 0.0030 and 0.0035, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the Decentralized APP always converges to solution if adequate
sufficient conditions on its parameters are fulfilled [121], whereas the Decentralized ADMM
usually converges faster to the solution but sometimes may present convergence problem.

For the sake of completeness, the voltage profiles obtained by the Decentralized ADMM
and the Decentralized APP along the feeders 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respec-
tively. For the sake of comparison, in the figures, two additional profiles are reported,
respectively, the one obtained by the solving the OPF (5), referred to as Benchmark VOP,
the one in the initial operating conditions without any VOP, referred to as No VOP. It is
evident that both the voltage profiles obtained by the optimizations of the decentralized
methods are very close to the Benchmark VOP voltage profiles and guarantee a significant
improvement with respect to the initial operating conditions.

Figure 7. Voltage profiles along the main feeder 1 and the corresponding laterals.
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Figure 8. Voltage profiles along the main feeder 2 and the corresponding laterals.

5. Open Issues and Future Challenges

The wide-spreading of DERs has been a problem to be tackled by DSOs, but the actual
challenge is to turning DERs into service providers that support the DN operation by
exploiting their flexibility. The barriers to this evolution are regulatory, economical, and
technical. The paper has focused on the latter ones, which are mainly related to the low
automation level of DNs, in particular of LV systems. The first industrial applications for
the exploitation of DERs to support management and control of DNs have mostly followed
a centralized approach, by increasing the automation level in the substations. Such an
approach today appears out-of-date because it does not follow the evolution trends of ICTs,
which move toward distributed intelligence, and is not adequate to cope with the large
number and variety of actors that are involved in the distribution systems.

Concentrating on the voltage control problem in active DNs, the decentralized ap-
proach presents the most promising features in terms of both techniques and economics.
In this frame, traditional voltage control devices as well as the active and reactive powers
injected by DERs can be used as ancillary services to support voltage profiles along the
distribution feeders. The decentralized voltage control structure is hierarchically decom-
posed into different control levels, characterized by different objectives and time frame.
In the paper, the primary and the secondary control levels have been analyzed, always
according to a decentralized approach, outlining the steps to design the control system and
describing the main methodologies and techniques that can be adopted in each step.

The primary voltage control level is typically implemented by local controllers, which
measure the voltage at the DER connection node and act on the same DER to achieve
closed-loop voltage regulation by varying its power injections. However, the simultaneous
responses of the local controllers are not independent, but are coupled through the network,
and such a coupling among DERs may cause operational conflicts, contrasting interactions
and even system instability. To overcome such problems, various methods have been
analyzed in the paper. However, due to the fast response required to the primary control
level and to the large number of DERs dispersed in the distribution network, the coordina-
tion among the local controllers cannot practically be performed online because the data
exchange would require a high performance and expensive communication infrastructure.
Then, in the paper, a deeper investigation has been presented about the offline coordinated
methods, which are methods that guarantee the stable behavior of the local controllers
without any need for real-time data exchange among DERs. This is referred to as decen-
tralized autonomous architecture. The main issues that are still open in implementing a
decentralized autonomous primary voltage control are the following ones.
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• Robust stability conditions, that have been recalled in the paper, guarantee system
stability in spite of the changes of the operating conditions of DN and DERs. These
conditions provided by MIMO control system theory are sufficient conditions, that can
result to be too stringent so as to limit the performance of the control system in terms
of dynamic response. Moreover, the larger the number of DERs, the more stringent
the robust stability conditions usually become. Eventually, the presence of an integral
action in the local voltage controllers is usually required because it guarantees a null
regulation error at steady-state; on the other hand, some sufficient robust stability
conditions cannot be fulfilled in the case of a voltage regulator with integral action.

• Alternative to the MIMO frequency-domain approach, the state-space modeling can
be adopted. In this way, the robust stability can be verified directly on the closed-
loop system representation, and consequently, it is not over-stringent. Moreover, the
adoption of state-observers and state-feedback control laws can significantly improve
the performance of the control system in terms of dynamic response. The main
drawback of the state-space approach is that the design problem is more complex and
its dimension is very large, especially in the presence of a large number of DERs.

• Many DERs can contribute to voltage support by varying both active and reactive
power injections. Generally speaking, reactive power variations are obtained by acting
on the only VSC interfacing the DER to the DN, whereas active power variations
impact on the DER system, including loads, generation, and storage, and are economi-
cally valuable. Consequently, the priority action of the local voltage controller must be
on reactive power; in the case that reactive power is not enough, the controller should
also act on active power, accounting for its economical value. This issue has been
tackled by switching the control action but this approach introduces non-linearities in
the control system and can cause limit cycles or instability.

Summarizing, the main challenge in the primary voltage control level is to design
decentralized autonomous control systems that guarantee robust stability, with high per-
formance in terms of dynamic response, and that act on both active and reactive powers,
giving priority to the latter one. This challenge seems quite difficult to be faced when
connecting a very large number of DERs (many tens or even hundreds). In this case, a
possible alternative way is to adopt a decentralized hybrid architecture, in which both
autonomous and coordinated approaches are present. It is possible to assume that the
decentralized autonomous approach is applied to a group of DERs belonging to a VCZ,
whereas a decentralized coordinated control algorithm is implemented among the VCZs.
In this way, the design problem of the decentralized autonomous control inside each VCZ
refers to a limited number of DERs and can be practically handled; at the same time, the
decentralized coordinating action in real time involves only the VCZs and, consequently,
the required high-capacity reliable communication network has a limited number of nodes.
The investigation on decentralized hybrid architectures is still at the beginning and starts
from revisiting the MIMO modeling of the system according to the VCZ partitioning.

The secondary voltage control level, conversely, is typically implemented by a central-
ized controller which optimizes at system level the voltage reference set-point to be sent
to the local controllers at the primary level. In fact, centralized optimization may show
better performance than the decentralized one accounting for the whole system. However,
it requires a reliable communication network using specific protocols with considerable
investment in sensors and measurements. Compared to the centralized approach, decen-
tralized schemes can provide more flexible, as well as efficient and robust regulation, with
reduced communication infrastructures. As a drawback, some methods cannot easily be
implemented in a decentralized approach, as explained in the paper. The Multi Agent
Systems based techniques have been recalled, which are surely among the most promising
techniques, but may not reach the global optimum for the whole distribution system.
The paper has focused on the deterministic optimization methods which can converge to
the system’s global optimum, provided that adequate decomposition based techniques
are applied. These techniques have been analyzed and compared. If the decomposition
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was applied to all the DERs, the high requirements in terms of data exchange among the
DERs and the large number of iterations needed to reach convergence would make the
decentralized approach not viable. This final issue is overcome by partitioning of the
network in areas named VCZs. In fact, the implementation of such a methodology can
be considered as a good trade-off between the two control approaches: it is a centralized
architecture within each VCZ and a decentralized coordinated architecture among the
various zone controllers of all the VCZs. The main issues that are still open in implementing
a decentralized secondary voltage control that uses decomposition based techniques are
related to the data exchange among the VCZs. In particular, the following aspects must be
accounted for when adopting such methods.

• The data exchange can be asynchronous, whereas the decomposition based techniques
assume a synchronous data exchange among VCZs. Asynchronous data exchange may
result in reduced communication overhead and simplified protocols, but introduces
convergence problems in the algorithms.

• The communication system should be included in the performance analysis of the
decentralized secondary voltage control, also accounting for communication delay
and failures, as well as for corrupt data.

• The decentralized approaches that use communication infrastructures must cope with
cyber-security issues, that are becoming an important concern in practical applica-
tions [123,124].

In a broader view, future challenges will certainly consider the increasing coupling
between the transmission system and the distribution system. In this sense, the Transmis-
sion System Operator (TSO) and DSO will need to be accurately coordinated to achieve
efficient voltage regulation on both sides. This will be a major challenge, as power genera-
tors connected to the transmission system are being replaced by DERs in the distribution
networks. Finally, the paper has not investigated the economical aspects related to the
voltage control service provided by DERs. In particular the markets for network ancillary
services are rapidly evolving and introducing new actors, such as the Aggregators and
Energy Communities, which will impact on the voltage control architecture, favoring the
decentralized approach.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations and symbols are used in this manuscript:

Abbreviations
ADMM Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
APP Auxiliary Problem Principle
C.C. Central Control
CCM Current Control Mode
DER Distributed Energy Resource
DG Distributed Generation
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DN Distribution Network
DSO Distribution System Operator
ESS Energy Storage System
EU European Union
LP Linear Programming
LV Low Voltage
MAS Multi-Agent System
MG Micro Grid
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
MM Method of Multipliers
MV Medium Voltage
OLTC ON-Load Tal Changer
PC Primary Control
PCC Point of Common Coupling
PCPM Predictor-Corrector Proximal Multiplier method
PF Power Flow
PI Proportional Integral
PLL Phase-Locked Loop
PN Pilot Node
SC Switched Capacitor
SGA Smart Grid Area
SVR Step Voltage Regulator
SVS Static VAR System
TSO Transmission System Operator
VCZ Voltage Control Zone
VSC Voltage Source Converter
Symbols
∆V2

i The variation of the squared voltage at the i-th node
|| · ||∞ Matrix infinity norm
Ire f
kd

Reference current component along the d axis

Ire f
kq

Reference current component along the q axis

Γ The K× 2K matrix composed of vectors Ti(k)T

Γp,DER
P

The sensitivity matrix of the nodal voltages at the PNs to the active powers
injected by DERs

Γp,DER
Q

The sensitivity matrix of the nodal voltages at the PNs to the reactive powers
injected by DERs

gk(s) The 2× 2 matrix of transfer functions representing the DER k
G(s) Block diagonal matrix composed of gk(s)
h Number of VCZs
K number of DERs connected to the DN
N numbero of nodes in the DN
PDER

k The active power injected by the DER connected at the k-th node of the grid
P(s) Plant matrix transfer function
P̃(s) Diagonal matrix obtained as diag{P(s)}
QDER

k The reactive power injected by the DER connected at the k-th node of the grid
ρ(·) Spectral radius of a matrix

Ti(k)
Vector of the two sensitivity coefficients relating the variations of the
squared voltage amplitude at node i to the variations of the active and
reactive powers injected by the DER k

U The 2K vector of inputs composed of the current reference signals Ire f
kd and Ire f

kq

V
The K vector of the squared voltages at the network nodes to which DERs
are connected

v0 The value of V in the initial operating point
V2

i The squared voltage of the ith network node
Vre f ,i The reference value of the nodal voltage amplitude
V2 0

ph
The initial squared voltage amplitude for the h-th PN

W̃( ω) The diagonal matrix of the closed-loop transfer functions
Zp The set of pilot nodes
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